viastore cookie policy
1.1 Session cookies
Session cookies are cookies that are automatically deleted at the end of a session (when the browser is closed).

1.2 Identification key
Often the cookies do not have any actual contact, rather an identification key is stored. This is used to clearly assign
the real data that is temporarily stored on the web server for the duration of the session to the person visiting the
website.

1.3 Currently used cookies
NAME

STORAGE DURATION

PURPOSE

PHPSESSID

End of the session

PHP standard session identification. (Content e.g.
2naniklbt08c70a8dvh6i2ml01)

cookies_accepted

356 days

Indication if the user has accepted the use of cookies

fe_typo3_user

End of the session

TYPO3 standard session identification. The session itself makes
it possible to use various functions on the page:
-

-

-

-
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The form data that is entered is stored in order to
permit multi-level forms, server-side validation and
confirmation pages. After successfully sending the
information in a form, the data is already removed
before the session is ended.
The number of search hits per page is stored to permit
the pagination of the general website search. This is
important when the person visiting the website
autonomously can set the number of search hits. (This
features is currently not active)
The current browser language is stored in order to
automatically deactivate the detected language after
one-time implementation.
Only for my.viastore.com:
Used to identify the logged in user to maintain the
login status.
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1.4 Applications
1.4.1

Google Analytics

Only simple page tracking is integrated.
The following cookies are known:

The IP

address is transmitted

in

autonomous form.

NAME

STORAGE DURATION

PURPOSE

__utma

2 years from the
last update

This is used to distinguish users and sessions and contains a clear
identification key.

__utmb

30 days from the
last update

This is used to detect new sessions and visits and contains a clear
identification key.

__utmc

End of the session

This is used in combination with the __utmb cookie to detect new
sessions and visits and contains a clear identification key.

__utmt

10 minutes

Used to throttle request rate.

__utmz

6 months from the
last update

Stores the source or campaign that explains how the user reached the
website.

Further information can be found at
https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/analyticsjs/cookie-usage.
1.4.2

YouTube Videos

Videos are provided via YouTube on the page (e.g. https://www.viastore.com/de/intralogistik-beratung/).
Further information can be found at https://policies.google.com/privacy?hl=de&gl=de,
https://policies.google.com/technologies/types?hl=de.
In addition, YouTube sets additional cookies under the domain .youtube.com in order to provide the required video
including the player via IFrame. No user-specific data is stored.
NAME

STORAGE
DURATION

CONTENT

APISID

2 years from the
last update

Haazk8fTACIDDMj5/AwDCArf60s5_rCnD0

CONSENT

30 year

YES+DE.de+20150628-20-0

HSID

2 years from the
last update

AhOeQ2NZNyYwmfGUo
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LOGIN_INFO

2 years from the
last update

AFmmF2swRQIhAIJdMGiXNB8R1zKFs7V_HxnnOwqH1fz
RzmspX9LdGmXcAiBGJcCjg5JRVXCEL3tV1gM1YvFfMucF
5SDvSbtIflxrYQ:QUQ3MjNmeVU1U2xBTGtZNkRvZktzQ2
pHSUNOS2l4dFZPT1d2Y1NadUZsNmItMXZ4VTBRanJZOX
hZSWtQemdJaFg2em5fTVBVQ2xSczlEeF85VVRuRVJmZV
BleFdQVlVqcHpkQVlxWTRPUFVTWjNCSGp0WFVSN205Y
TR4SzZReU5ybDUxLWJtbmVwUldZOVROb3lFdnkzenFjaj
FZWnF2MnFteXhSZ0QyTWxjYUFNSUpSaEs2M3Vv

PREF

2 years from the
last update

f1=50000004&f5=30030&f4=4000000

SAPISID

2 years from the
last update

A3CGt1QYIpYzhiH44

SID

2 years from the
last update

2wX9DEEuglk -6dLtANVZxzQvzt88DRNdLgsNtMKdiSNaQz9w425oJBbiG3VM8zqW3YjaQ

SSID

2 years from the
last update

AFadINAJmIzqYoCvQ

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE

230 days

KGXsFZ9ZFl0

YSC

End of the session

RXJMUPDT8ic

MYFONTS
Fonts from MyFonts (https://www.myfonts.com/) are embedded in the page
Further information can be found at https://www.monotype.com/legal/.
In addition, MyFonts sets a cookie under the domain .myfonts.net. The exact background is not clear.
NAME

STORAGE DURATION

PURPOSE

__cfduid

1 year

d802775c45de6b5febf3508098abf0a7d1510237622
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